
A Brief Quiz (don’t panic)
1. All the information needed to see and identify objects is 

contained in the light reaching our eyes.
2. Speech can be understood through a detailed analysis of the 

speech sounds.
3. Short-term memory is memory for events over the last few 

days and weeks whereas long-term memory is memory for 
events from many years ago.

4. We can only remember a certain number of things, and once 
that limit is reached, new memories cause us to forget old 
memories.

5. With practice, anything can be learned.
6. Someone who develops amnesia forgets all the events of 

their life.
7. Computers will never be truly intelligent, since they’re made 

of electronics and not really alive.



8. Like a computer, the brain can only do one thing at a time.
9. We only utilize 10% of our brains.
10. Some people have “photographic” memories and are capable 

of remembering every detail of everything they see and hear.
11. Memories from long ago are more accurate because these 

memories are for particularly important and meaningful 
events.

12. “Repressed” memories are particularly strong memories, and 
are always accurate.

13. If someone is confident in their memory (e.g., “that’s the 
guy who did it!”), then they are usually accurate.

14. Hidden backwards speech in music is capable of influencing 
our decisions.



Cognitive

• Cog
– One of a series of teeth on the rim 

of a wheel that by engagement 
transmit motive force to a 
corresponding wheel

– A subordinate member of an 
organization who performs 
necessary but usually minor or 
routine functions

• Cognition
– The processes that underlie basic 

mental abilities



Cognitive Psychology
• Behavioral study of cognition (mental abilities)

– Perception
– Learning and memory
– Attention
– Concepts and Categorization
– General Knowledge
– Language
– Problem Solving and Reasoning
– Judgment and Decision Making



Cognitive Science
• Interdisciplinary approach to cognition

– Cognitive Psychology
– Development
– Speech and Hearing
– Kinesiology
– Cognitive Neuroscience
– Neuroscience
– Behavioral Neuroscience
– Linguistics
– Philosophy
– Computer Science and A.I.
– Information and Library Science
– Mathematics



How do you read? On introspection, it 
seems that you look at each letter and 
sound it out, moving your eyes from left to 
right. Why might this not be true?

Two people both claim to have a headache. 
How can you determine which one is 
experiencing more pain?



History of the Study of Cognition
• Psychology (empirical philosophy) – last 125 years

– Structuralism (how the minds works) – understand the basic 
building blocks of consciousness

• Wundt, Titchener (European)
• Introspection (in the lab) – report mode, quality, intensity, and 

duration of subjective experience
• Metacognition (thinking about thinking) is a modern form of 

introspection
– different kinds of numerical confidence judgments vs. performance
– Metamemory, metaperception, etc.



– Gestalt Psychology (study phenomena in their entirety)
• Wertheimer, Koffka, Wolfgang (German)
• mainly perception and problem solving
• how people impose structure on their experiences

– Study of Individual Differences
• Galton (cousin of Darwin)
• Nature and intellectual ability
• Inspired by evolution
• Statistics and questionnaires

– testing and measurement
» correlation, regression



– Behaviorism (banish reference to unobservables)
• Pavlov, Thorndike, Watson, Tolman (mostly American)

– Skinner recognized that that thoughts/sensations/images exist, but he did not 
believe in mental representations

• Animal rather than human subjects
• classical and instrumental conditioning
• operational definitions (how to measure a concept)



Passing the Salt

• Pass the salt, please
• Could I have the salt?
• Hmmm, this sure needs salt
• My food would be more

palatable with sodium
chloride crystals

• Salt the pass



The Cognitive Revolution

• reject Behaviorism – scientifically study 
unobservables
– transcendental method: visible effect of invisible cause
– how do we know that black holes exist?

• in the 40’s and 50’s, parallel developments of:
– human factors engineering (usability)

• limited-capacity processors
– linguistics

• language development can’t be explained by Behaviorism 
(Chomsky) – poverty of the stimulus, generative grammar

– neuroscience
• localization of function (Lashley, Hebb, Hubel, Wiesel)

– artificial intelligence
• computer metaphor (Turing Machine and Turing Test)



Paradigms of Cognitive Psychology 
(ways of theorizing)

• Information-Processing
– largely symbolic (information is passed around and processed)
– computer metaphor
– theories are “built” to perform in certain ways



• Evolutionary Approach
– People have specialized areas of competence produced by our 

evolutionary heritage (special purpose mechanisms)
• Chomsky’s generative grammar

• Ecological Psychology
– emphasis on the environment
– direct perception of invariant properties
– perception-action systems

• perception of affordances

• Connectionism (Neural Networks)
– sub-symbolic
– brain metaphor
– parallel rather than serial
– emergent properties

• model is grown, not built



Working Memory
• Working memory is temporary memory 

storage.
• It is used during reading and listening to 

sentences.
• The span test measures working-memory 

(WM) capacity.

Span scores 
are observable.

WM capacity
Is not observable.



Working Memory



Working Memory
• Evidence for the model

• Taking the span test while repeating “TAH-TAH-TAH . . .”
– Concurrent articulation task



Converging Evidence
• Oher predictions of working memory theory?

– Inner speech should be related to real speech
• anarthria
• brain imaging
• deaf since birth


